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Link: http://www.pfcn.net/bulletins/The%20War%20is%20Not.pdf
The “war is not” is how I have come to express it as understood from higher
realms. What does this mean? First I will recapitulate the main points:
The Oneness (Unity, non-duality, etc.) cannot engage in conflict with the anticreation force of the Dark (which is based upon duality, conflict, parasitism,
predation, etc.) and expect to win. At best a type of stalemate or holding pattern
can occur at the interface between these two opposite forces. The Oneness cannot
successfully engage in conflict with the Dark as (antagonistic conflict) is not in its
nature by definition of its Origin.
And so there came to be barriers erected by the Dark to keep that of the Light
trapped and to prevent further ingress by the forces of Light. Likewise, the forces
of Light erected containment barriers to prevent the spread of the Dark and to
temporarily contain some elements of the Dark forces.
As long as the Dark was not seeking to expand or to draw additional energy from
the realms of the true Light, it was more of an aberration of creation and it did
not pose too great a problem. (Here I am referring to the initial cosmic period in
which it first emerged from the Error and began to replicate itself and spread.)
But soon enough it was evident that the Dark required the energy of the true
Light to function and to expand and thus began a process that led to a severe
depletion of the spiritual energy of the true Light of Creator. This was initially
noticed as various individuations of the Oneness became trapped or were
otherwise preyed upon by the Dark.
The Dark forces sought their own version of survival, eventually threatening
Creation itself and ultimately Creator. While this may seem “compassionately
understandable” from the point of view of “survival” as seen from the smallness
of the human mind, there are ultimately two choices in The All That Is: either you
are about the paradigm of the Error of the Dark or you are about the true Light. It
was an error or flaw in creation that led to the emergence of the Dark and all that
followed and it is the responsibility of those forces of the Creator to “clean up” all
that it entailed.
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This is how it can be said that ultimately there are only two choices: either one
goes with the Light of Creator and the Absolute –or one goes with the Dark side
and its ultimate fate. This choice exists at all levels of creation and as far as the
human Self and its associated higher levels of being, sooner or later, such a choice
of ultimate bifurcation is required. For many who lack the spiritual energy or
spiritual will, this choice presents at the final moment of catastrophic crisis to
whatever point of spiritual individuation where this crisis becomes focused.
For the human Self and its higher being, this crisis may present simultaneously at
any one or all its levels. Presently, it presents mainly at the human level. The
result of the choices made can begin a “zipping” or “unzipping” effect that either
leads to an integral spiritual development or to entropic spiritual breakdown that
may need to be halted by terminating or dissolving a portion of that Being that
cannot be cleared of the Dark influence. A similar principle applies at a larger
scale across creation.
The conflict between the forces of the Dark and the forces of the Light has been
carried on at nearly all levels of creation –and at the lower levels of density where
human and similar types of existence are found, the finer details of this conflict
have been highly focused.
While the Dark cannot defeat the Absolute directly, it can infect all that it can
gain access to of manifest creation and infect higher level creator beings as well.
As long as the point of view is based upon or is focused upon and revolves around
the duality paradigm of Light versus Dark, this “war” cannot be resolved in terms
of “conflict of opposites”. The eventual outcome of such a situation continuing,
will be that “What Is”, will need to be undone and there will be no more “Isness”.
Now however, there is an entirely different perspective to this situation and it
resides at the very highest levels of Creator and That Which Is Beyond. The
highest levels of the “Corrections Energies” emanates from this Ultimate Source.
-//This “other solution” avoids the self-defeating built-in failure of the conflict
paradigm. It is based upon the re-collection of the Light of true Creator,
especially from its lowest levels. In some situations this is a re-connection
process, in some situations this was a exodus or extraction of the “particles” of
true Light from the entwine of the Dark and its various entrapments.
The human race on Earth became an important entrapment dynamic on behalf of
the Dark and became a discretely focused zone of conflict down to “atomic”
levels.
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Wherever the force of Spiritual Will can be collect and focused, a conscious
choice of non-engagement with anything and everything of the Dark could be
made and acted upon.
At times a descension of higher levels of the Light were required to help stimulate
and facilitate this process. Otherwise, it became a matter of re-collecting and reconnecting the Light from the lower levels to their higher levels in accordance
with the actual make-up of the spiritual Being involved. It has always been
preferred that this be done through spiritually informed choice. Now this choice
will be become more and more stimulated through catastrophic crisis. If this is
not done in relatively “short order” the level of spiritual depletion at the lower
levels will make this nearly impossible for most. The next step from there is a
type of cosmic triage to sort things out amidst a state of crisis beyond anything
humanly imaginable.
To reiterate what we have discussed in the recent major essays, especially the
fourth one in the concluding series, “Problems of Dissipation”, it is essential to
separate all that can be of the true Light from the binding of the Dark. I have at
times likened to separating out the constituents of “mayonnaise”. But at some
point, the “mayonnaise” loses coherency or the binding that maintains the
appearance of its substance and its unraveling speeds up. This is analogous to
water reaching a critical temperature and a sudden “change of state” occurs.
-//Thus the main work has been containment of the Dark and the gentlest possible
extraction of the Light from the embrace of the Dark in ways that would keep the
integrity of individuated learning intact in ways that would be of greater benefit
to The All and the Beings that are part of The All. (In referring to The All, I am
referring to a state of Grace innate to the vibrational fields of the higher
Oneness.)
To allay those fears that the extraction or rescue of the Light from lower levels
dooms the lower levels to annihilation into non-existence, this is not the case.
While ultimately this may become necessary, the primary focus is on reconnecting or re-collecting those whose identity is with the higher Light into
reconnection and recollection with their originating Being –“soul beings” or other
type of higher level being whose origins trace back to that Spark of Original Light
from Creator.
Those spiritual Selfs at a human level of existence are now coming to meet their
own ultimate choosing –their deciding bifurcation. This is something that has
been discussed for thousands of years by representatives of the higher Light and
again over this last century by all those who have come to Know of this.
One example is the expression in religious circles of “turn the other cheek” –a
severely distorted fragment that became twisted into an ambiguous perversity.
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Regardless of what imagined historical personages this may be attributed to, I
will suggest that the original intent behind this was to teach the path of nonengagement and reconnection and expansion into the true Light.
-//The longer a spiritual being remains in a state of personal and collective
“conflictedness” –internally or externally –over what is fundamentally and
principally illusion and falsehood –the more likely will be the loss of spiritual
energy and learning in the process, a “death by delusion”.
This is the time of choosing.
That is all.
-Alex Kochkin
(with editorial and critical assistance from Tish Van Camp)

Preceding relevant essays can be found in the thread of these NES posts:

http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1430.msg6078.html#msg6078

and it is compiled into the April-August 2013 A-List “Epilogue”
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Epilogue-Apr-Aug-2013.pdf
-//-

Important background “end notes” section:
What little information that has become available and comprehensible to
contemporary human minds about spiritual Reality, was derived from brief
episodes over the most recent millennia –and it is highly fragmented, mixed with
confused or conflicting ideas.
What little has survived of written teachings has required extensive translation
and analysis, often by linguists who lacked much spiritual knowledge, or by
individuals who were members of a spiritual or religious sect that had a specific
agenda to pursue, one not always in service to Truth.
In one such set of materials from the early portion of recent millennia there was
specific discussion of the Creator of All. It was in that context that the following
was found: “And I shall withdraw with everyone who will know me. And they
will enter into the immeasurable light, (where) there is no one of the flesh nor
the wantonness of the first to seize them. They will be unhampered…”
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In the gap between then and now, most “spiritual knowledge” was structured to
serve the dark forces. In short, spiritually aware human Selfs had to work at
forming their own pathways through to the higher light, sometimes with very
little help from the higher realms. One response of the dark forces was to
facilitate the availability of so-called “ascended masters” who would offer up
misdirection and falsehoods mixed with just enough Real Truth to be convincing
to those who found some connection to them. Thus much of what passes as
spiritual teaching is tainted by the influence of the Dark forces.
And in the last century, we can find passages such as this: "It is to be viewed as
like unto a vast delusional insanity and is to be corrected as a dream-problem is
corrected, simply by waking up. Human suffering is of like nature to the
suffering of the delusionally insane, and there is no real cure in terms of the
premise of the insane state." –from “Philosophy of Consciousness Without an
Object” by Franklin Merrell-Wolff (1937) – as referred to by JLMH in recent
communications.
In discussing the higher state of spiritual consciousness, Wolff also wrote:
“Detachment is a negative condition of the realization, but positively more is
required in order that the realization may reach into the relative consciousness.
A new power of cognition must also be actuated, else the realization is
incomplete. This new power is born spontaneously, though there may be a time
lag in the adjustment of the relative consciousness.” –and it is in this regard that
he refers to Aurobindo as well as certain Buddhist teachings.
In 1924, Teilhard de Chardin wrote in an essay specifically focused on the “end
times”: Of the human level of consciousness which “comes of age”, for each
individual there will be that choice made –“the yes or no as an answer to God,
pronounced individually”… and in the same section he writes that this process
“…will be impelled by the most powerful organic attraction that can be
conceived (the very force by which the universe holds together) that the monads
will join in a headlong rush to the place irrevocably appointed for them…”
- quoted in the recent essay, “Accomplishments and Fulfillment - What is
Spiritually Real?” –link:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php/topic,1416.msg6167.html#msg6167 or
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Judging%20Accomplishment.pdf

And again in Problems of Dissipation”, our fourth and concluding essay, there is
this additional reference from Merrell-Wolff from 1944: “Thus, in general, man
Enters through understanding, or introception, or intuitive perception… With
most individuals who reach the Outer Court of the Path, introception or intuitive
perception is more developed…” He concluded with the meaning of introception
… a third function of consciousness defined as: "The Power whereby the Light of
Consciousness turns upon Itself toward Its Source”. (-from the end notes)
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During the 20th century of human-Earth time, a concerted effort was made by the
higher levels to penetrate the barriers of Darkness and to descend portions of the
higher levels of Light. Certain agents or agencies of these preliminary
“corrections energies” made a point of documenting what they could of the
process. The Dark forces facilitated a state of nearly constant war and economic
chaos during most of the 20th century, alternately with amplifying the illusions of
human social existence.
-//By the middle of the first decade of the new millennium on Earth, it was clear
that this process of descending the supramental or Divine consciousness could
not work through the vast majority of humans given the state of the fallen
condition of human spiritual consciousness and the problems of dissipation and
individuation among those spiritual beings which have human presences or are
closely connected through a human presence.
The human physical vehicle is defective as its divine template was effectively
subverted and perverted by the Dark forces that made the human race. “Modern
humans” began as tribal-social animals with a capacity for selfcenteredness.
Social programming has shifted humans more toward selfcentered, social-tribal
animals, with only the rarest of exceptions.” (-from the opening of “The Human
Question”, the first of four concluding essays).
The Earthly environment “nature” was similarly subverted and perverted by the
Dark forces responsible for shaping what would be called 3d Earth. This is
discussed further in the “Queen of the Machine”, the second of the four
concluding essays.)
When we consider the combination of these two factors with the problems of the
cosmic origins of individuation and dissipation, it becomes more plain that this is
not a suitable environment for “habitation” by spiritual beings originating with
Creator. It has been a most intense and interesting learning experience. It is now
time to take this learning to our own originating spiritual beingness where this
learning and higher energies can be applied to help serve the cosmic “corrections
process” and Creator of All.
-ASK
-//-
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